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My it takes the financial Press a long time to wake up to events that have been long
under way! Suddenly everyone is writing about the rapid gain in crude oil prices which
are being attributed to US President Donald Trump’s latest offensive, this time by
walking away from the Iran de-nuclearisation treaty which is being seen as the potential
cause of an oil shortage.
So let us start this month with the oil price as measured by the cost of Brent North Sea oil. As
you can clearly see in the graph below, the price of crude fell to a 13-year low of $18.12 a
barrel back in January 2016 when the shale oil extraction industry was peaking amid fears of
massive bankruptcies and the US had become independent once again of imported oil. That
period of sub-economic production lasted little more than two years and the oil price in fact
began rising very rapidly from that January 2016 low at a compound annual average rate of 58
percent as illustrated by the purple trend line on the right hand side of this 23-year long graph.
Nevertheless, as my orange trend line illustrates, throughout the past 23 years oil has been
rising at compound 8.6 percent which has been rather more rapid that the global inflation rate.
But the fact that the current price has been below that orange trend line since late 2014 is
proof that fuel prices are still well below their long-term trend. Indeed crude would need to
exceed $100 a barrel—from its current $74.25— in order to be in line with its long-term trend: a
clear indication that supply still exceeds demand pressure notwithstanding all the fears of the
turn of the millennium of a world running out of oil.

In my next graph I have
expanded
the
view
to
concentrate upon the current
position
which,
ShareFinder
predicts, that the oil price will
shortly peak at around the $80
price level around May 23 and
could fall back rapidly to around
$67 by mid September before
resuming its upward trend. That
view would
coincide with
projections that argue for a midyear share market contraction
coupled with a slowing down of

the US economy which is already being
sensed in figures like the recent US
employment rate and a likely consequence
of rising US interest rates. The most-talkedabout financial event of late on Wall Street
has been the surge of US 5-year sovereign
bonds which have risen from a low of 1.8
percent in November to a peak of 2.84
percent: a 58 percent yield gain in just six
months as illustrated by my graph on the
right.
For further proof that the oil price recovery is
not an isolated event, consider my next
graph which illustrates how, over the same period, copper has risen from $44.97 in November
2015 to a current $68.97. Importantly, however, the copper price peaked at $72.51 at the end
of December and has since been sliding back with ShareFinder projecting that it will continue
on down at least until this time next year: a clear warning of another recession on its way which
would also accord with projections we have been seeing for some time of a share market
retraction.

Turning to Wall Street share prices, my next graph makes it clear that they have finally broken
upwards out of the pennant formation that has confined them since the beginning of this year
but, ShareFinder thinks that this gain will be short-lived with this week’s peak likely to be the
last with a sideways trend until mid-June followed by the long-predicted July plunge. Do note,
however, though ShareFinder has been unwavering in this prediction for almost a year, the
magnitude of the decline has steadily diminished, so much so that it might become a relative

non-event rather than the drastic plunge
that so many observers have been
expecting.
Turning to the world’s major markets,
Britain’s recovery from its bear phase
that began in mid-January is now so well
advanced that a new annual market high
is
likely
this
month.
However,
ShareFinder
senses
an
imminent
retraction into early June. This most
volatile era for British investors is unlikely
to end before real clarity is established
regarding Britain’s relationship with the
European Union.
German’s Dax has similarly well
recovered from its bear phase of the
early part of the year and here again,
ShareFinder senses that the recovery is
nearly over with declines scheduled from
this week for the next quarter; note my
second graph on the right:
The French Cac 40 has similarly
mounted a strong recovery from its
earlier bear phase and, furthermore,
ShareFinder calculates that this recovery
will continue into mid-June before the
next retraction begins on or about June
19 as illustrated in my third graph on this
page:

Our own JSE All Share Index is similarly
well-advanced in its recovery and, unlike
the rest, is currently projected to be
about to experience only a modest
retraction starting this week and likely to
last only until the end of this month
before again beginning to advance with
only modest volatility until the end of the
year as illustrated by my fourth graph on
this page:
Not so in the case of the ShareFinder
Blue Chips which appear to only now
have bottomed. However, ShareFinder senses that a relatively short recovery is likely between
now and mid-August before a protracted decline sets in well into the new year as my final
graph illustrates:

The Prospects Portfolio

Happily, notwithstanding a similar retraction during the early months of this year, the Prospects
Portfolio has now formed a fairly firm base which presages the probability of continued gains
for the rest of the year. So let’s start with the long view in the graph below:

ShareFinder predicts that the portfolio will
bottom at the end of this month and then
begin a steady recovery until at least the
end of August as illustrated in my second
graph on the right which suggests that the
time to begin buying again might be imminent. I would prefer, however, to sit it out
until I see the outcome of the projected
US market decline in July.
Meanwhile, let us examine the state of the
Prospects portfolio

Happily we have gained R19 770 during the past
month taking the total value to R3 466 471 which
implies that the portfolio continues to gain value at
a compound annual average rate of 20.2 percent
which, together with an average dividend yield of
1.2 percent, implies that we are achieving a total
return of 23.23 percent with dividends growing at a
very satisfactory annual rate of 24.21 percent.
I can see nothing to buy immediately. All the
shares that are in my sights are currently projecting a possible further price fall before they reach
their most attractive levels except one which I have
not previously considered, Rebosis whose graph
projection appears on the right. ShareFinder suggests the best day to buy would be May 24 when
the shares could be available at R7.77 or thereabouts.
Others on my wish list are Richemont which could be a buy at R114 at the end of June,
Transcap which might not bottom before mid-October, Afrimat which could bottom at R27 in
the first week of July and Assore which could bottom at R275 in early July.
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